Abstract-Networks-on-chip (NoCs) are emerging as the way to interconnect the processing cores and the memory within a chip multiprocessor. As recent years have seen a significant increase in the number of cores per chip, it is crucial to guarantee the scalability of NoCs in order to avoid communication to become the next performance bottleneck in multicore processors. Among other alternatives, the concept of wireless network-on-chip (WNoC) has been proposed, wherein on-chip antennas would provide native broadcast capabilities leading to enhanced network performance. Since energy consumption and chip area are the two primary constraints, this work is aimed to explore the area and energy implications of scaling a WNoC in terms of: 1) the number of cores within the chip, and 2) the capacity of each link in the network. To this end, an integral design space exploration is performed, covering implementation aspects (area and energy), communication aspects (link capacity), and network-level considerations (number of cores and network architecture). The study is entirely based upon analytical models, which will allow to benchmark the WNoC scalability against a baseline NoC. Eventually, this investigation will provide qualitative and quantitative guidelines for the design of future transceivers for wireless on-chip communication.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TNET.2014.2332271 independent processors or cores, as well as of a multilevel cache to improve the memory throughput. Communication among these elements is required for the implementation of diverse signaling schemes essential for the correct operation of a multiprocessor and largely impacts upon the computation performance. As the number of cores within these processing systems increases, their communication needs rise dramatically, to the point of turning communication into the major performance bottleneck of current multicore architectures.
With the aim of coping with the increasing on-chip communication requirements, a common practice has been to replace traditional bus architectures with networks of on-chip wires and routers [1] . This approach, also referred to as network-on-chip (NoC), can be understood as the application of networking principles and methods upon a set of electrical interconnects [2] , [3] . However, NoCs enabled by these interconnects present fundamental limitations that point toward a reduced scalability beyond several tens of cores. As thoroughly discussed in [4] and references therein, the available energy for interconnects will soon be under the 100-fJ/bit barrier and will not be enough to cover the requirements of electrical wires (Table I) . Also, their decreasing multicast performance is foreseen to be a significant issue in future many-core architectures (more details in Section II).
As a consequence of such limited scalability, considerable research efforts have been directed toward extending the original concept of NoC to other interconnect technologies. Diverse examples can be found in the literature, including the employment of vertical vias within stacked architectures [5] , [6] , of on-chip transmission lines for the transmission of modulated RF signals [7] , or of nanophotonic interconnects enabling optical on-chip communication [4] , [8] . Such emerging technologies may be used either to completely replace traditional NoCs [9] , [10] or to follow a hybrid approach that leverages the capabilities of different types of interconnects [11] , [12] , targeting to ensure the scalability of on-chip networks beyond thousands of cores.
In line with the recent research trends, the possibility of implementing on-chip wireless communication by means of integrated antennas has been proposed [13] . The resulting wireless NoCs have garnered considerable interest from the community by virtue of, among others, their native broadcast and multicast capabilities [14] . Since the medium is shared among the cores, either multiplexing techniques or medium access control (MAC) protocols are required to achieve multiuser communication [15] . As a result, the concept of wireless NoC has been thus far analyzed in the form of specific network architectures and benchmarked employing traffic patterns from a set of standard applications. Alternatively, we aim to provide an interconnect-driven view of this research area by performing, as the main contribution, a circuit-oriented design space exploration of wireless NoC.
The employed methodology is summarized in Fig. 1 . The investigation is entirely based on analytical models and compares how the area and energy consumption of wireless NoC scale as a function of the size and bandwidth requirements of the network for a given architecture. The results are then compared to that of a baseline electrical NoC (the interested reader will find data for a 64-core 48-bit instance in Table I ) and of a selection of emerging alternatives. We expect that this design space exploration will allow for the identification of the scenarios wherein wireless NoC will potentially outperform other interconnect technologies. Furthermore, it will provide guidelines for the design not only of future transceivers and protocols for wireless on-chip communication, but also of network architectures that leverage different interconnect technologies.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we present a case study that will try to motivate the aim of this paper. In Section III, we review the state of the art of the wireless on-chip networking field. After introducing the analytical framework and general assumptions in Section IV, the area and energy models for the different interconnect technologies are depicted in Sections V and VI, respectively. The results of the design space exploration are discussed in VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. MOTIVATION
As the integration of a higher number of cores in the same chip is enabled, the general trend is to scale current multicore architectures and then to address the resulting increase in communication demands by means of enhanced on-chip networks. Provided that the architecture defines the characteristics of these communication demands, multicore processors have been designed taking into consideration the NoC capabilities. For instance, multicast has traditionally been a costly communication in chip environments and has been widely avoided. This tendency continues as in conventional NoCs, multicast messages are broken down into multiple unicast packets and generate large levels of contention. The work in [17] shows that conventional NoC latency and throughput suffer a degradation proportional to the multicast traffic intensity and reports significant reductions even for 1% of multicast traffic in a 4 4 mesh. It is expected that such impact will further increase in larger networks, as the number of destinations per message may potentially grow with the number of cores.
Even though on-chip multicast communications have been traditionally avoided, some architectural methods will need multicast in order to scale. For instance, cache coherency protocols normally avoid multicast by storing the state of each shared variable in a directory. This produces area and energy overheads proportional to the number of cores and may not be affordable in many-core systems. Instead, broadcast-based implementations do not store the state of each variable, but need to issue a broadcast for each coherence operation [18] . In this case, it is shown that improving the NoC multicast performance results in a significant reduction of both the interconnect power and execution time for a set of benchmark applications [19] . The introduction of an effective platform for the service of multicast messages would be highly beneficial in this context, but, more importantly, could open the door for new many-core architectures.
Aware of the importance of such an issue, explicit support for multicast communications within conventional electronic NoCs has been widely proposed for moderately sized multiprocessors [17] , [19] - [22] . Still, the scalability of these solutions in terms of performance and cost has not been discussed in the literature. Fig. 2 plots the delay-throughput characteristic of a two-dimensional electrical mesh in the presence of broadcast traffic (as a particular case of multicast), showing a considerable performance deterioration as the number of cores is scaled. The results were obtained using the PhoenixSim framework [23] , a cycle-accurate simulator that includes a wide variety of tools and methods for the evaluation of NoCs. In light of this, it remains unclear whether the aforementioned improvements will suffice to enable the use of traditional architectures in many-core processors.
Alternatively, the introduction of emergent interconnect technologies has opened a wide range of possibilities for cost-effective multicast on-chip communications. In 3-D NoCs, the reduced distance among cores both physically and in terms of number of hops inherently allows for an improved multicast performance. Also, the employment of one-to-all or all-to-all channels by means of global RF transmission lines and nanophotonic waveguides has been inspected [9] , [11] , [24] . In the case of wireless NoC, the native broadcast capabilities of such a technique show great promise toward implementing efficient architectural methods for many-core processors, as detailed and quantified in the following sections. It is important to note, though, that each of the aforementioned options presents its particular tradeoffs in terms of area, energy, and communication performance.
III. WIRELESS NETWORK-ON-CHIP
The constant improvement in the operating speeds of transistors has enabled the implementation of multigigahertz digital and RF circuits. In this context, the concept of on-chip antenna becomes a possibility since an antenna of a few millimeters in size is able to radiate at these frequencies [13] . Also, transceivers suited to the needs of the wireless chip communications have been developed: A wide variety of millimeter-wave implementations can be found in the literature covering many alternatives in terms of technology generation, modulation, or transceiver architecture [25] - [30] . For transmission ranges of up to a few centimeters, these provide high multigigabit data rates, and it is expected that these figures will keep increasing as technology evolves. A factor that aims to quantify the maturity of technology within this context is proposed in Section IV.
In light of the availability of both on-chip antennas and of appropriate transceivers, their employment to build wireless networks-on-chip (WNoCs) has been proposed. In this approach, information is radiated and propagates within the chip package following different propagation mechanisms [31] . Planar antennas can be used in spite of their typically low gain in the coplanar direction, in which case communication takes place by means of space waves that are reflected upon the chip package. Alternatively, thanks to their potentially larger radiation efficiency in the chip plane, three-dimensional antennas could lead to achieving wireless communication through surface waves [32] . However, such antennas require complex microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technologies for its fabrication.
As information may potentially reach any core regardless of its location, WNoC offers native broadcast capabilities, as well as the possibility of implementing flexible and one-hop communications. Multicast messages may actually be conveyed to the receivers in a few clock cycles, as opposed to in conventional NoCs. However, as the core density increases, the size of the millimeter-wave antennas may restrict the scope of WNoC to hybrid architectures wherein the wireless plane is employed to communicate clusters of cores. Although such a wireless backbone approach allows a reduction of the network diameter and has been shown to outperform conventional NoCs [33] - [36] , its potential for broadcast-based communications is limited by the performance of the electrical edges of the network.
As further CMOS advancements push the operating frequencies toward the terahertz band [37] , [38] , the implementation of micrometer antennas becomes feasible. Moreover, novel planar antennas based on graphene promise to be able to radiate within this frequency band while being two orders of magnitude below, in size, of their metallic counterparts [39] , [40] . In order to drive the antennas, transmitters and receivers for multigigabit communication at frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 THz have been already proposed [41] - [45] . Additionally, components reaching frequencies of 0.8 THz are under intense research [46] - [49] , thus far leading to the apparition of transmitters and detectors for terahertz imaging and sensing [50] - [52] .
Assuming a similar evolution than that of millimeter-wave transceivers, terahertz implementations could provide data rates of hundreds of gigabits per second at the chip scale. By virtue of this and the potentially reduced size of these terahertz systems, architectures implementing wireless communication at the core level can be envisaged [14] and will be considered throughout this work. In many-core processors, this approach will likely generate extremely high levels of contention when accessing the shared medium. Multiplexing techniques may not be suitable in this scenario due to the large number of channels required and the implications of this fact upon the complexity of the transceiver. Instead, a MAC protocol could arbitrate access to a single broadband channel and enable the development of broadcast-based WNoC architectures. In transmission, packets are serialized into bits and broadcast regardless of the number of intended destinations; whereas the receiver deserializes the incoming bits and then accepts or discards the packet after decoding its address. Buffer requirements for this process will be affordable as long as the packet rate after deserialization ( , where is the link capacity in bits per second and is the packet length in bits) is below the system clock frequency.
Since the bandwidth is shared among the nodes, the expected aggregated throughput of WNoC will be extremely low when compared to a wired NoC. In light of this, first uses of this broadcast-based platform may be restricted to serving a selection of control and signaling messages. These are latency-critical, often dense multicasts, and require lower bandwidths as they generally represent a small fraction of all the on-chip traffic. The approach is only feasible provided that this wireless control plane will complement a throughput-oriented wired NoC that will compensate for the low WNoC bandwidth by transporting the rest of the communication flows. Such a hybrid NoC could potentially reduce the latency of time-critical control messages while avoiding a deterioration of the wired NoC performance, potentially opening the door for new multiprocessor architectures.
IV. FRAMEWORK AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Given the stringent requirements of the on-chip communication scenario, in this work we explore the area and energy implications of scaling a WNoC system in terms of: 1) the number of effective receivers or network size, and 2) the capacity of a wireless link. The results of this implementation study are compared to that of representative examples of conventional and photonic NoC configurations, being aware of the main differences among them. For instance, since we assume that all nodes share a single broadband channel, the network capacity in WNoC is equal to a link capacity. Furthermore, the need of a MAC protocol implies that the effective network throughput in this case will be significantly lower than the network capacity. In contrast, the network capacity in wireline NoCs is the sum of the capacities of all the dedicated links that can simultaneously transmit data. Even though wireline NoCs will therefore yield much larger network throughput figures than WNoC for similar link capacities, the comparison will be performed at the link level. From a network throughput perspective, it remains unclear whether this large gap in nominal capacity will be compensated by the inherent difference in communication typology (i.e., local against global, unicast against broadcast). In future work, we will address this issue by investigating both the minimum wireless capacity requirements of different multiprocessor architectures, as well as the potential performance improvements of adding a wireless control plane.
A. Maturity Factor
On the one hand, the relation between the area/energy of a WNoC and its size in number of nodes can be easily described by means of simple models, as shown in Sections V-A and VI-A. On the other hand, it is not straightforward to assess how the area and energy of a wireless transceiver scale with its maximum achievable data rate due to the number of factors involved. Such a data rate, which is referred to as link capacity throughout the paper, depends on the transceiver bandwidth and the spectral efficiency of the selected modulation: In the transceiver design process, a given architecture is chosen in order to achieve the target bandwidth while implementing the selected modulation. On top of that, the frequency band wherein the communication will take place imposes additional requirements on some components of the transceiver, again depending on the architecture. Finally, the maturity of the employed technology should be taken into consideration, especially when reaching extremely high frequency bands. [25] - [29] , [41] - [44] , [53] as a function of their data rate. In order to extract a trend from the state of the art, a generally accepted approach is to represent the area or energy efficiency as a function of the data rate of different transceiver implementations, as done in Fig. 3 . However, the tendency shown by such scatter plots is unclear and only covers a range between 2 and 18 Gb/s, rendering its extrapolation inadequate for the purpose of this work.
In light of the complexity of the analysis and of the heterogeneity of the state of the art in the field (see Table II ), we will consider the following. Let us define the Maturity Factor as
where is the spectral efficiency of the employed modulation or data rate over the operation bandwidth, and is the transceiver quality factor or its bandwidth over the operation frequency. Therefore (2) In summary, the maturity factor tries to evaluate the efficiency of implementing a given modulation and bandwidth in order to yield a target data rate operating at a target frequency band. As technology matures, we expect highly optimized transceivers leading to increasing maturity factors, that is, higher data rates for similar area and energy values. For a transceiver at a given operation frequency and with certain area and energy efficiency figures, we will a priori assume a maturity value in order to extract a projected data rate. This way, a rough estimate of the Fig. 4 . Maturity factor as a function of the operation frequency of the transceiver for proposals [25] - [29] , [41] - [44] , [53] . area and energy efficiency of future wireless transceivers can be obtained. Fig. 4 shows the maturity factor of several state-of-the-art transceivers [25] - [30] , [41] - [44] , [53] as a function of their frequency. We observe factors of up to 35% at the 60-GHz band followed by a decrease below 5% when reaching subterahertz frequencies. These values will be used throughout this work as reference guidelines indicating the maturity of wireless transceivers at a given frequency. We will consider that initial designs could achieve a maturity factor of up to 10%, while refined implementations may reach 20% and well-established transceivers could provide 30%. However, this rule of thumb may find exceptions as novel technologies are introduced. For instance, an impressive 100-Gb/s wireless transmission was recently accomplished using a photonic transmitter at a carrier frequency of 237.5 GHz, resulting in a maturity factor above 42% [54] .
Eventually, the feasibility of the WNoC approach will be determined by the data rate requirements of the system. These could be met with current designs as transceivers with such performance have been already proposed [30] . Data rates up until 60 Gb/s may be achievable in the near future provided that either technologies at 100-300 GHz mature and reach a reasonable factor of 20%, or initial designs appear in the terahertz band. In order to reach speeds above 60 Gb/s, midterm efforts are required in order to raise the maturity of transceivers at in the terahertz band close to well-established levels.
V. AREA MODELS While integration levels have been constantly increasing over the years, die sizes have practically stayed constant. Recently, 3-D stacking techniques have emerged, allowing the integration of devices in various vertically stacked layers. Still, the chip area is a finite resource that needs to be carefully managed: The area devoted to a given NoC will not be available for the core implementation, and vice versa.
In order to calculate the area overhead of an on-chip interconnection network, we will use the following general expression: (3) where and indicate the number of components of type and its mean area occupancy, being the types divided in transmitters , receivers , links and routers, switches, or other arbitration mechanisms . In the following, we will detail the analytical models that relate the number of components and their area to the number of nodes of the network and the targeted link capacity in wireless, electrical, and photonic NoCs. Note that the area figures will be independent of the traffic typology, as the considered NoCs are designed to support both unicast and multicast.
A. Wireless NoC Area Models
In the case of wireless on-chip communication, physical links are not needed in order to convey the information from the transmitter to the receiver. Moreover, switches or routers are not required if we assume one-hop communication. Therefore, the only components that occupy chip area are the antennas and the transceivers needed to modulate the data and to drive the signals to the antenna. We will assume one antenna and one transceiver per node, even though configurations with multiple antennas could be devised. Also, the analysis does not consider the area occupied by the logic required for the MAC protocol. For all this, (3) can be reduced to (4) where is the number of nodes in the network, is the antenna area, and is the transceiver area. The antenna and transceiver area will be mainly determined by the on-chip communication requirements. In order to achieve a given goal, the wireless plane must provide a certain effective network throughput that depends on the MAC protocol that arbitrates medium access and, more importantly, the data rate of each transceiver. Generally, higher data rates require higher bandwidths, which, in turn, require communication in higher frequency bands.
Such a tendency fortunately imposes a downscale on the antenna size. Due to the planar nature of a chip, we will consider the employment of patch antennas. The dimensions of such antennas are as follows: the width is comparable to a wavelength , while the length must be approximately . Therefore, for a given operation frequency (5) where is the speed of light and is the effective permittivity of the antenna. In order to fulfill the bandwidth requirements at such a resonance frequency , the antenna must yield a quality factor of . In order to simplify the analysis, we will consider that this quality factor will be achieved by means of techniques that do not largely affect the area occupied by the antenna, e.g., the quality factor in patch antennas is mainly determined by the distance between the patch and the ground plane.
In the case of the transceiver, the relation between the area and peak data rate is calculated as discussed in Section IV. A given maturity factor is assumed so that the data rate requirement can be achieved by operating at least at a frequency . The area for such a transceiver can be extrapolated with data from the state of the art, which points toward a decrease in area when the frequency is upscaled (see Fig. 5 ). The reasons for the observed tendency may stem from the strong downsizing that is applied to the passive RF components of a transceiver when the operation frequency is increased. On the other hand, the scaling of active RF components remains unclear and should be inspected in future work with the aim of obtaining an accurate area scaling model for wireless on-chip transceivers. In this work, we will use a model obtained by applying fitting methods to the data represented in Fig. 5 , which yielded the following equation:
wherein is expressed in gigahertz. Rational fitting was chosen on the grounds that it delivers the most accurate result among the possible fittings and that it does not yield negative values for high frequencies. The weight of each data point is assigned in inverse proportion to the operation frequency, implying that implementations for well-established technologies at low frequencies are more representative than initial designs at the terahertz band. The resulting coefficient of determination, which evaluates the goodness of fit, is 0.68 (with 1 being an exact fit).
B. Electronic NoC Area Models
Two steps have been performed in order to calculate the area of an electronic NoC. First, the number of elements that constitute a given architecture can be easily derived by observing how its topology scales with the number of nodes. Once the topology is fixed, the area of each element can be calculated by means of simulation taking into consideration the topology and the target capacity. Our analysis has been performed by means of ORION, a widely recognized power-area simulator for on-chip interconnection networks [16] .
Let us assume that each node has two line drivers, one for transmission and one for reception . A typical line driver accounts for an inverter and a D flip-flop, and ORION allows the user to calculate their area occupancy for a given technology node. In the case of the on-chip wires, ORION evaluates the number of repeaters needed for each link based on its length (which is determined by the topology) and technology node. The area of each repeater is then calculated, added to the physical area of the wire, and multiplied by the number of parallel wires in a link, i.e., datapath width. Finally, the chip area of each router is assessed by breaking the router down to the transistor level, calculating the number of transistors needed, and multiplying it by the size of a transistor for a given technology node. The final result will depend on parameters such as the number of ports, the size of the buffers, or the datapath width.
C. Photonic NoC Area Models
A photonic on-chip network essentially includes modulators, waveguides, switches, filters, and photodetectors. In the transmitting side , we will assume that modulators are made of one active ring resonator, whereas receivers consist of a passive ring resonator-based filter and a photodetector. Switches can also be devised by employing ring resonators as building blocks [12] . Finally, we also consider that all ring resonators are of the same size. Given these assumptions, the area of a given architecture can be approximated as (7) where and are the number of ring resonators and photodetectors, respectively.
is the area of each ring, or the square of its pitch, is the photodetector area, and is the area of waveguide . As in conventional electronic NoCs, the specific network architecture will determine the exact number of components as a function of the number of nodes and the target link capacity. The interested reader can find more details in [60] , including a more detailed description of the architectures as well as the area and insertion loss values used in the analysis.
VI. ENERGY MODELS
The power consumed by any communication network can be classified in two main groups: static and dynamic. The static or zero-load power is the energy consumed independently of the traffic being served, whereas the dynamic power is a load-dependent component. Due to their distinct nature, static and dynamic powers are usually expressed in different units. Static power is expressed in watts and gives insight about the energy that is consumed invariably through time to, for instance, maintain the circuitry active, whereas dynamic power is expressed in joules per bit and gives insight about the energy required to physically transmit one bit of data without errors from the transmitter to the intended receivers for a given interconnect technology.
As a rule of thumb, we will calculate the power consumed by a given on-chip network by using the following formula: (8) where is the network throughput in bits per second. In a reverse process, we can also calculate the energy required to convey one bit of information from the transmitter to the intended receivers, operating at a given throughput (9) where the throughput is ideally equivalent to the link capacity considering one transmission flow and no packet loss.
A. Wireless NoC Energy Models
Unlike in traditional wireless networks, the network nodes in a WNoC are integrated within the same platform and share the same power supply. Moreover, we will assume one shared channel and enough transmission power so that each wireless message is received by all the processing cores. In this context, the energy consumed in the transmission and reception of one bit is independent of whether the message is unicast or multicast and can be expressed as (10) where and are the mean energy consumption in transmission and reception, respectively. Leakage currents of the inactive transmitters, as well as the power consumed by the logic required to implement the MAC protocol are neglected. For a transceiver implementation with measured power in transmission and measured power in reception , both for a data rate and a given transmission range, the equation above can be also expressed as (11) It is important to remark that (11) expresses the energy per bit of a specific wireless transceiver yielding a data rate . Since both metrics depend on several factors such as the selected modulation, the transceiver architecture, the transmission range, or the maturity of the employed technology, analytically obtaining a model that relates both the energy efficiency of wireless communication and its data rate is deemed highly challenging. Instead, as discussed in Section IV, we will assume a maturity factor so that a target peak data rate can be achieved by operating at least at a frequency . We further consider that applying the MAC protocol, such a data rate will yield an effective network throughput that meets the communication requirements set by the multiprocessor.
This way, a generic trend can be extracted from the state of the art in wireless transceivers. Authors in [61] propose and discuss a figure of merit for wireless transceivers that encompasses both their energy efficiency and transmission range by means of the following expression:
. Fig. 6 shows how this figure of merit scales as a function of the frequency for implementations [25] - [29] , [41] - [44] , [53] . A similar fitting approach than that used in Section V-A provided the following relation:
pJ/bit/cm (12) Fig. 6 . Energy efficiency figure of merit of state-of-the-art wireless transceivers [25] - [29] , [41] - [44] , [53] as a function of their central frequency.
with a coefficient of determination of 0.65. In this case, and is expressed in gigahertz. Energy values can be extrapolated for frequencies beyond 400 GHz using the equation above.
The dependence on the transmission range is an important aspect to consider since, under the assumption that any transmitter should be able to reach any receiver, the nodes located at the chip edges will need a higher range than that of more centric nodes. This has two main implications: On the one hand, centric nodes need less transmission power to fulfill the sensitivity requirements at the chip edges. Therefore, the power amplifier can be tuned to consume less power. On the other hand, centric nodes receive transmissions with high power since the link budget is performed considering the worst case, that is, to reach the chip edges. In this case, the requirements for the low noise amplifiers are significantly relaxed. In our analysis, we will calculate which is the average energy per bit over all the on-chip transmitters following the aforementioned considerations with static power allocation.
Finally and unless noted, we will assume .
B. Electronic NoC Energy Models
Again, ORION is employed to determine both the static and dynamic power of an electronic NoC. In the former case, we will consider the power due to leakage currents in wires and routers. ORION breaks down these digital circuits to the transistor level and uses experimentally validated values for quiescent currents. In the latter case, ORION provides means to calculate the energy required to perform one hop within the network, which includes the energy required to: 1) transmit one bit of data through an on-chip wire of fixed length, and 2) read one bit of data from a router buffer, route it, and write it into the next router buffer.
Assuming a throughput equal to the link capacity , the energy per bit in an electronic NoC is (13) where is the power due to leakage currents and is the average energy required for one bit to perform one hop.
is the average distance between transmitter and receiver in terms of number of hops and solely depends on the network topology. For a 2-D mesh of cores, , whereas considering a routing algorithm that minimizes the number of hops needed to deliver the message once to all the destinations.
C. Photonic NoC Energy Models
The power consumption in a photonic NoC is mainly driven by three components, namely, the laser power, the ring heating, and the energy required to perform the electrooptic (E/O) and optoelectric (O/E) conversions at the modulators and photodetectors, respectively.
Laser Power: Since integrating individual laser sources on a chip is currently unfeasible, it is generally accepted that light in a photonic NoC is supplied by an external multiwavelength source. This light is coupled, modulated, and then guided within the chip toward the intended receiver. In order to fulfill the sensitivity requirements at the receiver, the laser must transmit enough power to compensate for the losses incurred by the components found in the light path. Moreover and unless practical real-time laser management systems are made available [62] , the laser power needs to be statically allocated to the worst-case scenario. In this context, a power budget analysis is performed following the expression: (14) where is the electrical power consumed by the laser, is the receiver sensitivity, and is the loss of component , which includes both the laser and coupling efficiencies. The size and architecture of the network, as well as the target link capacity, will determine the number of components in the critical light path. The interested reader will find more details and a comparison of the laser power for different architectures in [60] .
Ring Heating: Another source of static energy in photonic NoCs is the power needed to maintain ring resonators tuned to the desired frequency. Such components are extremely temperature-sensitive as small variations produce a shift in their resonant frequency. The power needed to keep ring resonators thermally tuned is (15) where is the number of ring modulators in the architecture, and is the power needed to maintain one ring finely tuned (see Table III ). As commented in Section V-C, we will assume one ring per modulator and filter in all cases.
E/O and O/E Conversions:
The dynamic power consumption in a photonic NoC is mainly due to the energy required to convert one electronic bit to light, and vice versa. In this case, we will consider fixed values demonstrated in the literature, which are shown in Table III . Similarly to wireless NoC, the energy required for the transmission and reception of one bit will depend on the number of simultaneous receivers (16) The parameter is generally dependent on the photonic NoC architecture. Generally, point-to-point optical communication is implemented, and a separated broadcast channel is employed for multireceiver transmissions [9] . Alternatively, a broadcast-based architecture would deliver any message to all the receivers, which would check the destination address and discard the message if necessary [24] .
Assuming a throughput equal to the link capacity and using (14)- (16), the energy per bit in a photonic NoC is (17)
VII. BENCHMARKED DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
In this section, the results of the design space exploration are presented. We compare a small selection of architectures, namely:
• EMesh: which implements a conventional electrical mesh. We consider one 5-port router per core and bidirectional links connecting neighboring routers.
• WMesh: a WNoC-based architecture accounting for one communication unit (antenna and transceiver) per core. We assume that all cores share the same broadband channel and that a tailor-made MAC protocol arbitrates medium access.
• OBus: a photonic bus arbitrated by means of an all-optical token-based scheme.
• OXBar1: an optical crossbar, wherein each core is tuned to a unique wavelength in transmission and broadcasts its messages to the rest of the cores. For more details on this architecture, see [60] .
• OXBar2: another optical crossbar, wherein each core is associated to a unique data waveguide. Through this dedicated channel, a given core is able to receive data modulated by any of the other cores. For more details on this architecture, see [60] . Tables I and III show a summary of the technological parameters used in the study. The variable number of cores is swept between 4 and 1024, whereas the link capacity is scaled up to 250 Gb/s. Note that when the number of cores is increased, the network capacity remains constant in WMesh and grows proportionally to that increase in the rest of the alternatives.
A. Area   Fig. 7 shows the area-network size plane of the design space, corresponding to fixing the link capacity to a value of 80 Gb/s. The electrical and wireless options show a linear behavior, while photonic NoCs grow with the square of the number of cores due to the quadratic scaling in number of components [60] .
In the WNoC case, three different operation frequencies have been chosen, namely 260, 400, and 800 GHz. Taking into account the targeted link capacity, such frequencies lead to maturity factors not exceeding 30%, in consonance with the values shown in the state of the art (see Fig. 4 ). From an area overhead perspective, high frequencies are beneficial since they entail lower area both for the antenna and the transceiver, according to the tendency pointed out in Section V-A. Nevertheless, the area occupation in most cases is higher than that of the electrical and photonic alternatives. Considerable transceiver area optimization is needed in order to enable size compatibility with massive multicore architectures: Reducing the area of an 800-GHz transceiver to 0.1 mm would yield an overhead of 27% in a 1000-core processor. By employing graphene-based nano-antennas [39] , [40] , such an area overhead would be further reduced to a 25%. Fig. 8 shows the area-capacity plane of the design space, corresponding to fixing the network size to a value of 256 nodes. It can be observed that both electronic and photonic NoCs show a linear growth of area with respect to the link capacity since higher bandwidth requirements are generally fulfilled by means of additional wires and circuitry.
In the wireless case, we consider different preset maturity factors and then scale the operation frequency in accordance with the link capacity objectives. Once the operation frequency is chosen, the area is calculated using the model presented in Section V-A. Such an approach explains the negative slope of the WNoC area plots: Higher bandwidth requirements imply an increase in the operation frequency, which in turn entails a reduction in the size of both the antenna and the transceiver. Due to this, it is expected that WNoC will be able to compete with the electrical and photonic alternatives at high link capacities due to the extremely high operation frequencies required for transmission. It is important to note, though, that such possibility is limited by the state of technology as it determines the maximum frequency at which circuits can operate. This may also imply that higher maturity factors may need to be sought in order to increase the link capacity of a WNoC over a given value. Fig. 9 shows the energy-network size plane of the design space for a fixed link capacity of 80 Gb/s. There are several aspects to be noted.
B. Energy
• In a conventional NoC, there is a considerable gap between the energy per bit in a unicast transmission and in a broadcast transmission. In both cases, conventional designs outperform wireless and photonic NoCs.
• WNoCs follow a similar trend than conventional NoCs, being the options working at higher frequencies closer to achieve an energy efficiency comparable to that of conventional NoCs, in accordance to the extrapolation proposed in Fig. 6 . • In a photonic NoC, the energy figures can be considered independent on whether the transmission is unicast or multicast by virtue of the extremely low energy needed for the O/E conversions. However and despite such potential for low energy transmissions, the photonic NoC configurations scale poorly due to their high laser power requirements, specially at high core counts [60] . Fig. 10 shows the energy-capacity plane of the design space. On the one hand, it is observed that conventional NoCs yield an energy efficiency that is almost invariant with respect to the link capacity. On the other hand, the energy efficiency of WNoCs not only improves with the link capacity, but also outperforms conventional NoCs at some point, provided that the trend observed in the state of the art continues in future transceivers (see Fig. 6 ). Finally, our results confirm that the different photonic NoC options do not scale well, as their efficiency substantially deteriorates for high link capacities. This is mainly due to the steep increase in number of components leading to an extremely high accumulated loss and, eventually, to unaffordable laser power requirements.
C. Area-Energy Figure of Merit
As seen in the previous sections, a given on-chip network may scale remarkably well in terms of area and perform poorly in terms of energy, or vice versa. In order to evaluate both the area and energy scalability of each solution, we propose the following figure of merit: bits/J/mm (18) Such a performance metric can be understood as the average number of bits that can be effectively transmitted for: 1) each consumed joule of energy, and 2) square millimeter of chip real estate. It is therefore an indicator of the joint energy and area efficiency of a given on-chip network. A large value of this figure of merit is desired.
On the one hand, Fig. 11 shows how the figure of merit scales as a function of the network size in number of cores. Again, electrical and wireless NoCs show a similar trend, while a rapid decrease of the figure of merit is observed in photonic NoCs. Overall, conventional NoC yields the best performance. On the other hand, Fig. 12 shows how the figure of merit scales as a function of the link capacity, in a network consisting of 256 cores. In this case, the analysis is slightly more complex. While it is clear that the optical crossbars scale poorly with the link capacity, the rest of the options yield similar performance. According to our analysis, the optical bus shows the best performance for low link capacities, whereas wireless NoCs could yield an improved efficiency for high link capacities if the scaling trends observed in the state of the art continue.
D. Discussion and Open Challenges
Results revealed in previous sections indicate that, in absolute terms, the baseline NoC performs remarkably better than its potential alternatives. However, it is important to note that the technologies employed for electrical on-chip wires and routers are thus far much more optimized than nanophotonic or wireless chip-area technologies, which are still in their infancy and may substantially improve in the following years. In the specific case of WNoC, the efficiency of the communication could be improved at different levels of design.
• At the transceiver level: Unlike in traditional wireless systems, all the on-chip wireless transceivers share the same power supply, and therefore the energy per bit metric encompasses the energy consumed by transmitter and all the receivers within the transmission range-see (11) . Thus far, we assumed in order to simplify the analysis. However, the ratio between such figures could be chosen in the transceiver design process. To this end, a model accounting for the tradeoffs between transceiver energy consumption, radiated power, and received power would enable the optimization of the energy efficiency.
• At the circuit level: In this work, we considered a heterogeneous set of transceivers implementing different modulations and aiming at different communication scenarios, which are not necessarily oriented to low area and low power. Novel and optimized circuit topologies could allow for a substantial improvement of the area and energy efficiencies in wireless chip communication.
• At the technology level: The performance of a given wireless transceiver is undeniably limited by the underlying technology. Generally, technological advancements lead to higher operation frequency, lower area, and potential for lower energy consumption. The trend set by current state-of-the-art transceivers will continue provided that the employed technologies evolve accordingly. However, the advent of a new technology bringing disruptive improvements, such as the graphene technology [65] - [68] , may allow to go beyond the predicted performance. For the sake of fairness, the comparison must account for the structural tendencies rather than for the absolute area and energy values. Table IV summarizes the trends obtained through the application of fitting methods to the area and energy plots. We can observe that WMesh offers a good area and energy scalability with respect the number of nodes and an excellent scalability with respect to the link capacity. From this, we can infer that the concept of WNoC is better suited to the case of high data rate requirements leading to a very high radiation frequency. Conversely, in small networks working at lower speeds, electrical and photonic interconnects are expected to offer improved area and energy efficiencies. It is important to remark that these results do not include the area and energy required by the circuits required to implement the MAC protocol. However, SD-MAC [69] represents the only MAC protocol for WNoC implemented to date and consumes very low area and bit energy ( mm and pJ/packet in 0.18 m CMOS), suggesting that the impact of including the MAC protocol within the analysis is negligible in light of the results shown in this paper. This aspect will be further addressed in future work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The area and energy scalability of WNoC in terms of: 1) the number of cores within a multiprocessor, and 2) the capacity of each link in the network has been analyzed and compared to those of conventional and optical NoCs. In support of this study, we modeled the area and energy efficiencies of high-speed transceivers by means of extrapolation with respect to the state of the art and proposed a figure of merit encompassing both metrics. Although it is shown that the baseline NoC outperforms the wireless and optical alternatives in absolute terms, such a comparison is implementation-dependent and does not reveal the fundamental scalability trends. A further analysis of the results shows that WNoC offers good scalability both in area and energy, especially with respect to the link capacity. This outcome confirms the feasibility of WNoC, which may take a central role in future multiprocessors given the rising importance of multicast communication in such scenario.
